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CONSOLIDATED REPORT ON FEEDBACK FROM STAKEHOLDERS

The following feedback analysis have been acquired from the stakeholder’s feedback such as

program exit survey from students, Alumni’s feedback, employer feedback and faculty feedback.

 Lack of exposure to recent industrial trends and technology especially in 5G and

beyond applications

 Lack of ability to use modern tools, software and equipment to analyse and solve

multidisciplinary problems.

 Lack of Leadership qualities, Innovativeness, creativity ideas.

 Finally, from the faculty feedback it is observed that students faced many issues due

to online classes in understanding technical concepts. So, different activity based

training and quiz can be conducted often to understand the basic concepts as they are

lagging in basics. If possible, these methods will be implemented into upcoming

semester as a hands-on session in value added course to improve student’s practical

knowledge.
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REPORT

Based on the stakeholder’s feedback such as program exit survey from students,

Alumni’s feedback, employer feedback and faculty feedback, it is observed that the ability to

connect recent industrial trends with current technology especially in 5G and beyond

applications.

To overcome this, based on the suggestion from industry and academic experts a value-

added course has been introduced to the students on “Smart home – Theory and Practices”.

The objective of this value-added course is to impart knowledge on the underlying principles of

IOT, Automation, latest technology and components to provide knowledge on the latest

developments in Security, Navigations, aircraft, Radar and Home applications.

Also, this course will help students to gather knowledge on fundamentals IOT and use of

modern tools in real time applications.
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